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Using a 1 GW, 1 ps pump laser pulse in high-gain parametric down conversion allows us to detect sub-
shot-noise spatial quantum correlation with up to 100 photoelectrons per mode by means of a high
efficiency charge coupled device. The statistics is performed in single shot over independent spatial
replica of the system. Evident quantum correlations were observed between symmetrical signal and
idler spatial areas in the far field. In accordance with the predictions of numerical calculations, the
observed transition from the quantum to the classical regime is interpreted as a consequence of the
narrowing of the down-converted beams in the very high-gain regime.
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Spatial quantum optical fluctuations are studied be-
cause of new potential applications of quantum optical
procedures in parallel processing and multichannel op-
eration. Examples are quantum holography [1], the quan-
tum teleportation of optical images [2], and the meas-
urements of small displacements beyond the Rayleigh
limit [3]. The process of parametric down conversion
(PDC) is particularly suitable for the study of spatial
effects because of its large emission bandwidth in the
spatial frequency domain [4]. There is now a large body of
literature on spatial effect in the low-gain regime, where
photon pairs are detected via coincidence counting [5].
Nevertheless, to date, spatial correlation measurements in
this regime have not evidenced any relevant quantum
effect [6,7]. On the other side, measurements performed
in the medium-gain regime (pump power � 1 MW) evi-
denced the twin-beam character of the PDC emission [8],
i.e., a sub-shot-noise correlation between the photon num-
bers of the whole signal and idler beams. Recent theo-
retical investigations done for an arbitrary gain [9,10]
have predicted multimode spatial correlations below
shot noise between several portions of the signal and idler
emission cones that correspond to phase-conjugate
modes. There is a minimum size of the modes that have
to be detected in order to observe a quantum correlation,
which we shall refer to as the coherence area. This is
determined by the conditional uncertainty in the direc-
tions of propagation of the twin photons, and is roughly
given by the inverse of the near-field gain area [9].

Here we report on the first quantum spatial measure-
ments of PDC radiation performed by using a low-
repetition rate (2 Hz) pulsed high-power laser (1 GW,
1 ps). This enables us to tune the PDC to the high-gain
regime while keeping a large pump-beam size (�1 mm).
The huge number of transverse modes [roughly given by
the ratio between (i) the angular bandwidth of the PDC
and (ii) the inverse of the near-field gain area] allows us to
concentrate on a portion of the parametric fluorescence
close to the collinear direction and within a narrow

frequency bandwidth around degeneracy. This portion
still contains a large ( > 1000) number of pairs of signal
or idler correlated phase-conjugate modes, propagating at
symmetrical directions with respect to the pump in order
to fulfill the phase-matching constraints. In the far field,
where the measurement is performed, the couples of
modes correspond to pairs of symmetrical spots, which
can be considered as independent and equivalent spatial
replica of the same quantum system. Thanks to the very
large number of these, the statistical ensemble averaging
necessary for the quantum measurement can be solely
done over the spatial replicas for each single pump-laser
pulse. This is in contrast with the experiment of [8] where
the statistics was performed over different temporal rep-
lica of the system. The single-shot measurements reveal
sub-shot-noise spatial correlations for a PDC gain corre-
sponding to the detection of up to ’ 100 photoelectrons
per mode. Using a bandpass optical parametric amplifier,
Ref. [11] measured the correlation between signal or idler
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FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup used for the spatial
correlation measurements (see text).
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phase-conjugate spatial modes and observed a transition
from the quantum to the classical regime with increasing
gain, but was unable to explain its origin. In our experi-
ment we observe a similar transition and we are able to
attribute it to a narrowing of the near-field gain profile
that occurs at very high gain in presence of a bell-shaped
pump beam, implying a broadening of the far-field co-
herence area. This was discovered by numerically solving
the coupled three-wave equations in the framework of a
3D� 1 quantum model.

The experimental setup is sketched in Fig. 1. The third
harmonic (352 nm) of a 1 ps, chirped-pulse amplified
Nd:glass laser (TWINKLE, Light Conversion Ltd.) is
used to pump a type II 5� 7� 4 mm3 beta-barium-
borate (BBO) nonlinear crystal, operated in the regime
of parametric amplification of the vacuum-state fluctua-
tions. The input and output facets of the crystal are
antireflection coated at 352 nm and 704 nm, respectively.
The pump beam is spatially filtered and collimated to a
beam waist of approximately 1 mm (FWHM) at the
crystal input facet. The energy of the 352 nm pump pulse
can be continuously tuned in the range 0.1–0.4 mJ by
means of suitable attenuating filters and by changing the
energy of the 1055 nm pump-laser pulse, allowing to have
a gain G (intensity amplification factor) in the range 10 �
G � 103. The parametric fluorescence of the horizontally
polarized signal and vertically polarized idler modes is
emitted over two cones, whose apertures depend on the
specific wavelengths (see, e.g., [12,13]). The BBO crystal
(� � 49:05 �, � � 0) is oriented in order to generate
signal and idler radiation cones tangent to the collinear
direction at the degenerate wavelength !s � !i � !p=2
(s, i, and p referring to signal, idler, and pump, respec-
tively). The fluorescence around the collinear direction is
selected by a 5 mm� 8 mm aperture placed 15 cm from
the output facet of the BBO, and is then transmitted
through a polarizing beam splitter (PBS), which sepa-
rates the signal and idler beams. The aperture prevents
beam clipping by the PBS and thereby reduces substan-
tially scattered radiation. The beams are finally sent onto
two separate regions of a deep-depletion back illuminated
charged coupled device (CCD) camera [14] (with quan-
tum efficiency � � 89% at 704 nm), placed in the com-
mon focal plane of the two lenses (f � 10 cm) used to
image the signal and idler far fields. The detection array
has 1340� 400 pixels, with a pixel size of 20 �m�
20 �m. Prior to the experiment, the CCD was calibrated
with a coherent source allowing the retrieval of spatial
shot-noise statistics in its full dynamic range [15]. In
contrast to the case of photon-counting experiments (co-
incidence measurements), in our setup the correlation
measurements are performed without using any narrow-
band interferential filters (IFs), since IFs unavoidably
introduce relevant transmission losses reducing the visi-
bility of sub-shot-noise correlations. The pump-frequency

contribution is removed by using normal incidence (M5)
and at 45 � (M4) high-reflectivity (HR) mirrors coated for
352 nm placed before and after the PBS, respectively, and
a low-band-pass color filter (90% transmission around
704 nm) placed in front of the CCD. A further HR at
352 nm mirror (M0

4) is placed in one of the two arms at a
suitable angle in order to balance the unequal transmis-
sion of the PBS in the two arms. All the optical compo-
nents (except the color filter) have antireflection coatings
at 704 nm. The estimated quantum efficiency of each
detection line, which accounts for both the transmission
losses and the detector efficiency, is �tot ’ 75%.

Figure 2(a) shows a typical far-field image recorded in
a single shot, where a fairly broadband radiation (i.e., the
one transmitted by the rectangular aperture) is acquired
in the signal (left) and idler (right) branches. The selec-
tion of the desired temporal and angular bandwidth
around degeneracy is made by temporarily inserting in
front of the CCD a 10 nm wide IF around 704 nm,
allowing us to locate the collinear degeneracy point [see
Fig. 2(b)]. The data analysis is limited within two rect-
angular boxes [black frames in Fig. 2(a)] corresponding
to an angular bandwidth of 20 mrad� 8 mrad and to a
temporal bandwidth smaller than 10 nm. The selected
regions contain 4000 pixels each. In this work we inves-
tigate pixel-pair correlation, and since the size of the
CCD pixel approximately corresponds to the physical
size of a replica (coherence area), the ensemble is large
enough to perform the desired statistics. A zoom of the

FIG. 2. (a) Single-shot far-field image recorded by the CCD
for a pump-beam waist w0 ’ 1 mm and pump energy "p ’
0:3 mJ. The spatial areas for statistics are delimited by the
black boxes selected within the degenerate signal and idler
modes, spatially localized from the single-shot image recorded
with the 10 nm-broad IF (b). (c) Zoom of two symmetrical
areas of the signal and idler far fields.
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selected areas is presented in Fig. 2(c), where the rather
spectacular symmetry of the intensity distribution in the
signal and idler branches shows the twin-beam character
of the phase-conjugate modes.

The symmetrical pixel-pair correlation is evaluated
experimentally by measuring the variance �2

s�i of the
PDC photoelectrons (PE) difference ns � ni of the signal
or idler pixel pair versus the mean total number of down-
converted PE of the pixel pair. This variance is �2

s�i �
h	ns � ni
2i � hns � nii2 where the averages are spatial
averages performed over all the symmetrical pixel pairs
contained in the chosen regions. Each single shot of the
laser provides a different ensemble, characterized by its
pixel-pair average PE number hns � nii, in turn related to
the parametric gain. In the experiment, ensembles corre-
sponding to different gains are obtained by varying the
pump-pulse energy. We note that the readout noise of the
detector, its dark current, and some unavoidable light
scattered from the pump, signal, and idler fields contrib-
ute with a non-negligible background noise to the process.
This is taken into account by applying a standard correc-
tion procedure (see, for example, [16]), by subtracting the
background fluctuations �2

b from the effectively measured
variance �2

	s�b
�	i�b
 of the total intensity difference
	signal � background
 � 	idler � background
 obtaining
�2

s�i � �2
	s�b
�	i�b
 � 2�2

b. This background noise, hav-
ing a standard deviation of seven counts (�0:1 from shot
to shot, estimated by repeating the measurement with the
same pump-pulse energy) is measured in presence of
pulse illumination over an area of the same size of the
acquisition area and suitably displaced from the directly
illuminated region. The validity of the data correction
procedure and the shot-noise level calibration are made by
sending in the setup (with no crystal) through the PBS a
coherent circularly polarized pulsed beam (at 704 nm),
and verifying for different laser energies that the intensity
difference fluctuations from the two coherent portions of
beams recorded on the CCD lie at the shot-noise level.

Figure 3 shows the experimental results where each
point is associated with a different laser shot. The data
are normalized to the shot-noise level (SNL), and their
statistical spread accounts for the background correction.
Although the noise on the individual signal and idler
beams is found to be very high and much greater than
their SNL ( � hnsi and hnii, respectively), we observe an
evident sub-shot-noise pixel-pair correlation up to gains
characterized by hns � nii � 15–18. Since in that regime
the observed transverse size of the coherence areas (i.e.,
of the modes) is about 2–4 pixels, this approximately
corresponds to 100 PE per mode. We can have an idea of
the transverse size of the mode by looking at the standard
two-dimensional cross-correlation degree � � 	hnsnii �
hnsihnii
=

������������
�2

s�
2
i

q
, between all the angularly symmetrical

signal and idler pixels contained within the black boxes

[see Fig. 2(a)]. This can be plotted, for instance, as a
function of the horizontal and vertical shifts of the re-
corded image on the CCD, keeping fixed the position of
the boxes. In general, j � j� 1 with � � 1 for perfect
correlation. A transverse section of the correlation func-
tion obtained from a single-shot image characterized by
hns � nii � 8 is plotted in the inset of Fig. 3 as a function
of the horizontal shift x (in pixel units), revealing a
transverse mode size of about two pixels. As expected,
virtually perfect correlation (in our case, the peak value
is ’ 0:99) is obtained for perfect determination (i.e.,
within one pixel) of the center of symmetry between
the signal and the idler regions.

In order to interpret the observed transition from quan-
tum to classical regime we present in Fig. 4 the results of
the numerical calculations. The full quantum model ac-
counts for the two transverse and the temporal degrees of
freedom with propagation along the crystal, for the an-
gular and chromatic material dispersion up to the second
order, for the finite spatial and temporal widths of the
Gaussian pump pulse, and for the experimental quantum
efficiency �tot (see [9] for more details). The crystal and
input-pulse parameters are those relative to the experi-
ment. The figure presents �2

s�i, normalized to the SNL,
versus the size of the detection area for different gains.
Each point is the result of a statistics performed over one
single laser shot. The case N � 1 corresponds to the
experiment. The simulations (data not shown) outline
that, in spite of the fixed pump-beam diameter, the signal

FIG. 3. Intensity difference variance �2
s�i normalized to the

SNL hns � nii. Each point (white circle) corresponds to a
single-shot measurement where the spatial ensemble statistics
has been performed over a 100� 40 pixels region. The triangles
(each one obtained by averaging the experimental points cor-
responding to a certain gain) and their linear fit illustrate the
trend of the data in the region between hns � nii � 8 and 20.
Inset: typical correlation degree profile in the regime where
hns � nii ’ 8 (see text).
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and idler beam diameters at the crystal output strongly
depend on the gain and decrease when the latter increases.
This can be easily interpreted when considering that the
signal and idler beam size maps not the pump-beam
profile but the actual parametric amplification gain profile
G	r
 � cosh2��A	r
L [17] (L being the crystal length, A
the pump field amplitude, and � a parameter proportional
to the setting characteristics), as long as filtering due to
the limited spatial bandwidth does not take place [18]. On
narrowing the size of the PDC beams, the coherence
areas in the far field (i.e., the modes) increase their size,
as straightforward consequence of the convolution theo-
rem in Fourier analysis [12]. Since revealing quantum
correlations requires detection areas larger (or compa-
rable) to the mode size (as also discussed in [9]), it is
necessary when increasing the gain to have larger detec-
tors in order to obtain sub-shot-noise variance as shown
in Fig. 4. Note that Fig. 4 evidences the transition from
quantum to classical regime in case of single-pixel de-
tection (N � 1) for a gain that is higher than in the
experiment. Indeed, in the experiment, excess noise is
observed for hns � nii> 20, which we attribute first to
the effect of residual scattered light whose contribution
grows linearly with the radiation fluence and is thus
expected to overcome the shot noise at large pumping,
and second to the uncertainty in the determination of the
symmetry center of the signal and idler image portions.
In fact, simulations have shown that an uncertainty as
small as a few microns (i.e., a fraction of the pixel size,
unavoidable experimentally), prevents to observe sub-
shot-noise correlation as soon as hns � nii exceeds some
tens of PE, while still preserving sub-shot-noise correla-
tion for smaller gain values. Finally, the maximum level

of noise reduction observed experimentally agrees with
the theoretical limit (dotted line in Fig. 3) determined by
the total losses of the system (�1� �tot [9]).

In conclusion, we have shown that twin beams of light
generated in PDC exhibit sub-shot-noise spatial correla-
tion by measuring in the far field an evident quantum
noise reduction on the signal or idler intensity difference.
A transition to above shot-noise correlation is observed as
the gain increases. This quantum-to-classical transition,
in agreement with numerical simulations, is explained as
a narrowing of the signal or idler beams with increased
gain. This leads in turn to a larger far-field mode size and
therefore also to the need of larger pixels to observe sub-
shot-noise correlation [9]. This will be the aim of a future
work. To our knowledge, this is the first experimental
investigation of quantum spatial correlations in the
high-gain regime, where the huge number of transverse
spatial modes is detected in single shot by means of a
high-quantum-efficiency CCD.
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FIG. 4. Numerical calculation of �2
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between symmetrical portions of signal and idler plotted as a
function of the detection area represented by N � N binned
pixels. Different curves correspond to different values of the
gain characterized by the mean number of down-converted PE
per pixel pair hns � nii.
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